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Boston, May 15, 1931.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

I herewith return without my approval House Bill
No. 1564 entitled “An Act Relative to Physical Ex-
aminations for the Classified Labor Service in Cities.”

By the provisions of this bill, physical examination
to determine the fitness of the applicant for the classified
labor service is abolished. If this provision of the present
regulations for qualification in the labor classification is
eliminated, the onlyrequirement bringing any person with-
in the protection of the civil service, is the filing of an
application for such service, and the finding of the commis-
sion that within its rules and regulations, the applicant
is of suitable character. The practical operation of the
bill, speaking broadly, leaves the labor division of the
civil service simply a matter of registration and the
places are filled without any other qualifications. The
provisions of the civil service throw a protecting arm
around the individual selected for any position in the
service of the city, with the assurance of an undisturbed
occupation, regular employment, and those benefits that
accrue therefrom. The advantages of such protection
to the individual are manifold and so apparent as to need
no recital in this message. Protected by the provisions
of our civil service laws a man is able to settle himself
into a definite and constructive mode of living. It per-
mits him to create a home with an assurance that those
outside of the civil service do not always possess that
it can be maintained and developed. This protection,
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if the proposed legislation is enacted, conies to him
simply for the asking, provided he applies soon enough.

The idea of placing under State supervision the appli-
cants for certain employment in cities rests upon the
thought that in view of the protection afforded to the
individual, the people of the municipalities shall also be
protected from the importunities of a close political rela-
tionship, making it difficult, if not often impossible, for
the local authorities to withstand the intimate pressure
of local political situations.

But with this law, the State authorities have no alter-
native except to certify the earliest applicants, and the
city has no alternative other than to resist such close
personal contact by the passage of a vote by the city
council requiring a physical examination. If a physical
examination requirement is made by the city there is no
change in the practical operation of the present law. If
the city council does not pass a vote requiring a physical
examination, the city is obliged to accept from those cer-
tified by the civil service commissioner, and to accept
them regardless of their fitness for the work for which
they are being employed.

If my reasoning is correct, the only situation in which
we are interested here, in considering the advisability of
this enactment, is in reference to the cities which do not
pass a vote requiring physical examinations. Individuals
placed under the protecting arm of the civil service are
covered in their employment by workmen’s compensa-
tion, and may suffer occupational disability because of
their unfitness for such employment, and the rates upon
which such insurance is granted will react accordingly.
Not only will the rates upon wdiich such insurance is
granted react accordingly, but the individual has suf-
fered a disability from which he would have been pro-
tected by suitable and appropriate physical examination.

I am not unmindful of the difficulties that have been
experienced in the past, through the administration of
the present law; and I have great sympathy with those
endeavoring to be of service to their fellowmen in find-
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ing for them suitable employment in these very uncer-
tain times. It is foolish to so administer the present law
that defects which might, under strict military discipline
incapacitate an applicant for infantry duty, should be
construed as creating a disability for the ordinary laborer
upon city work. The physical examination should be
consistent with the nature of the employment; and the
physical defects, which do not interfere with a reasonable
performance of such duty, should not weigh against
placing upon the civil service list. I believe that the
present civil service law can be so administered as to
eliminate much, if not all, of the complaint against it
which has actuated the passage of this bill.

Because of these reasons, and the responsibility upon
me to maintain the integrity of the law granting a large
measure of protection to the individual, and because I
feel that the objections to it can be eliminated in its
administration, I return this bill without my approval.

JOSEPH B. ELY.
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